Kalasampada
(Digital Library: Resources of Indian Cultural Heritage)

K

alasampada received Golden Icon Award for Exemplary
Implementation for e-Governance Initiative under category
Best Documented Knowledge and Case Study for the year
2004 from the Department of Administrative Reforms and

Public Grievances, Government of India.

Recognizing the need to
encompass and preserve the
distributed fragments of Indian art
and culture, and to serve as a major
resource centre for the arts, the
Indira Gandhi National Centre for
the Arts (IGNCA) in collaboration
with Ministry of Communication and
Information Technology, initiated a
project, KALASAMPDA (Digital
Library: Resources of Indian
Cultural Heritage), for the
development of databank of cultural
heritage.
Kalasampada facilitating the scholars (users) to access and view the materials
including over couple of lakhs of manuscripts, over a lakhs of slides, thousands of
rare books, rare photographs, audio and video along with highly researched
publications of the IGNCA, from a single window. Multimedia computer technology
has been used for the development of a software package that integrates variety of
cultural information accessible at one place. This will provide a new dimension in the
study of the Indian Art and Culture, in an integrated way, while giving due importance
to each medium.
The system aims at being a digital repository of content and information with a userfriendly interface. The knowledge base such created will help the scholars to explore
and visualize the information stored in multiple layers. Digital corpus includes over
50 Lakh folios of manuscript, over one lakh slides, 4000 photographs, IGNCA
published books, Kalakalp (IGNCA's Journal), Vihangama (IGNCA's Newsletter),
over 400 hours of audio and video and approximately 50 Walkthroughs. Digitization,
post digitization editing and integration are continued to encompass all such
materials available in the IGNCA.
A retrieval application has been developed and majority of these materials are
available for online access on IGNCA Intranet. User interface of the application is
very simple and many cultural institutions approached IGNCA to have a copy of the
same. Search is available both in English and Hindi (Devanagari). User have the
option to select the material of his interest either from a specific type of collection like
books, manuscripts, slides, audio, video etc or from the entire collections.
The facility is currently available only on intranet, for the very fact that these materials
are priced possession and covered under Intellectual Property Rights, and copyright
etc.. Although, the partial information can be accessed from the IGNCA's official
website www.ignca.gov.in, uploaded with necessary approvals.
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